
TDW-20 Expansion Board for TD-20
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New Sounds, Ambience FX,
and Enhanced V-Editing for TD-20

The TD-20S V-Pro kit has reigned
supreme. Today, the best gets even
better with the debut of the TDW-20
expansion board, which raises the
power of the TD-20 with punchy
new sounds, smoother response,
rich ambience effects, enhanced
V-Editing, and an improved user
interface for quick and flexible
drum customization.

� Provides wider drum dynamics and smoother
sound control on the hi-hat

� Expands the TD-20 with over 300 new sounds
� New ambience-type choices that are optimized

for drums

� Enhanced V-Editing with improved snare buzz,
new mic-size parameter for the kick, and new Kit
Resonance to adjust how the kick affects
the total resonance of the entire kit

� Easy to install

New smooth-sounding ambience types

New Kit Resonance reproduces how the kick resonates
the entire drum kit

Tambourine for the snare

More mic positions and new mic size parameter for the
kick
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Expanded for Extra Expression

� Popular TD-12S kit enhanced with a
second crash cymbal (CY-12R/C) and
cymbal mount (MDY-10U)

� Perfect for practice, with expressive
sounds, quiet and natural-feeling mesh
heads, preset backing patterns, built-in
metronome, mix input, headphone
output

� Great for live performance, with instant
drum kit switching with Chain function,
bright and big LCD, large buttons, four
outputs, sturdy metal chassis and
drum stand

� Ideal for recording since less equipment
is necessary — no mics, drum isolation
booths, or extra drums needed for
different sounds

V-Stage® Series

With V-Drums® in constant demand
around the world, Roland proudly offers
drummers another option in its award-
winning lineup. The new TD-12SV builds
on the popular TD-12S kit by adding an
additional V-Cymbal and mount, making it
an amazing value that provides drummers
even more expressive potential.

TD-12SV

TD-12SV

*Kick drum pedal and hi-hat stand not included and shown only for photography purposes. Connection cables are partially
hidden for photography purposes.� TD-12SV-WH

TD-12 Percussion Sound Module x 1
PD-105BK/WT V-Pad (SNARE) x 1
PD-85BK/WT V-Pad (TOM 1-TOM 3) x 3
VH-11 V-Hi-Hat x 1
CY-12R/C V-Cymbal Ride/Crash x 3
KD-85BK/WT V-Kick Trigger Pad x 1
MDY-10U Cymbal Mount x 1
MDS-12BK Drum Stand x 1

� TD-12SV-BK

V-Drums® V-Stage® SeriesTD-12SV




